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ZERO SOUTH POLAR TRAVERSE VEHICLES UNVEILING AT 

PIER 9 IN SAN FRANCISCO 

 

Media members and scientists attending the American Geophysical Union 

Fall Meeting are invited to Autodesk's Pier 9 on Friday between 11 a.m. and 

1 p.m. to view and take a ride in two uniquely built vehicles bound for a 

history-making expedition across Antarctica. 

 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA., December 19, 2014 —Drive Around the World, a 

nonprofit producer of relevant adventures, has returned to the Bay Area to 

reveal its latest innovation – a pair of hybrid-electric Polar Traverse 

Vehicles, also known as the ZERO SOUTH PTVs. 

 

The ZERO SOUTH vehicles will arrive at Autodesk/Pier 9 on Friday, 

December 19 at 11 a.m. Prior to arrival, the vehicles will stop at Moscone 

Center’s South Hall at 10:30 a.m. and offer rides to up to 12 scientists 

attending this year's American Geophysical Union Fall Meeting. Interested 

scientists should be waiting curbside at that time. Only one trip will be made 

and rides are on a first-come, first-served basis. 

 

Autodesk (NASDAQ: ADSK) is hosting the ZERO SOUTH PTVs at their 

world-class, Pier 9 fabrication workshop, where members of the media will 

be invited to experience a ride in a revolutionary vehicle that underwent 

extensive transformation from a gas guzzling Hummer H1 to an 

environmentally conscious hybrid-electric vehicle outfitted with ice tracks 

and capable of standing up to the earth’s harshest environments while 

becoming a critical tool for science exploration. Vehicle designers and 

project scientists will be available for interviews to discuss the expedition 

logistics and the latest in climate discoveries. 

 

The ZERO SOUTH PTVs will attempt to become the first hybrids to drive 

to the South Pole in December, 2015. 

 

In attendance will be Tom Wagner, a polar scientist for the Cryosphere, and 

a frequent contributor to media coverage about the earth's polar regions, 

climate change and the loss of glacial ice that drives global sea level rise. 

 

Approximately 16,000 members of the science community are in San 

Francisco this week for the annual AGU conference, with many discussions 

aimed at understanding various human and non-human factors that influence 

climate change and developing creative solutions to mitigate that effect.  

Using Autodesk tools, the ZERO SOUTH PTVs were built to promote the 

ruggedness of green technologies even when challenged in the harshest 

environment. 
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"It took a team of volunteers five years to build these vehicles and we are thrilled to be here today 

sharing them with the scientists they were built to serve,” Nick Baggarly, executive director of 

Drive Around the World, said. "It wouldn’t have been possible without the Autodesk tools we used 

to design and build the vehicles." 

 

The project began with two mid-1990s Hummers that were retrofitted with dual electric drive 

motors, a hybrid generator that runs on aviation biofuel and a climate-controlled battery pack.  

 

"This is a fine example of innovation. The meaningful work the ZERO SOUTH team is doing will 

have significant relevance. Great to see how they have used our technology to design and build 

these amazing vehicles," said Jonathan Knowles, Director of Strategic Initiatives at Autodesk and 

AGU member.  

 

This event marks the first time both ZERO SOUTH vehicles will appear in public. 

 

"It's the last vehicle you would expect to showcase new technology, which is the point we’re 

making,” Baggarly said. “The original vehicle had so much utility, but its gas-guzzling technology 

was outdated and dead -- so, we changed the technology to create vehicles that will be both a tool 

for science exploration and a science experiment unto themselves.” 

 

Each day, scientists in the polar regions are hard at work in deadly conditions while exploring 

answers to some of the great remaining mysteries of our time. For months and sometimes years, 

home is a research station that exists deep within the icy boundaries of these cold and unforgiving 

places, or a tent while on a traverse to a remote field site. They endure because polar science offers 

the chance to expand our knowledge base about the physical history of the universe, our planet, its 

changing climate and the human as well as non-human factors that influence it. 

 

Polar scientists gather data and observations to attempt to solve vast questions such as the origins 

of our solar system and laws of the universe. But before they think big, they have to think small. 

Polar field research is not possible without supply chains that deliver energy for liquid-fuel 

generators to light labs, cook food, heat rooms and provide warm showers. For now, most of that 

energy comes from oil -- a volatile source that hinders the funding stability, strength, and longevity 

of our scientific pursuits because of its environmental impacts and rising costs. 

 

The ZERO SOUTH PTVs are capable of operating in full-electric mode and extended-range 

hybrid mode with outstanding traction and pulling power -- twice the torque and horsepower of its 

stock counterpart. Its extended range will allow scientists to reach deep field sites and utilize 150 

kilowatts of auxiliary power to support science in situ. Each vehicle is capable of powering five 

average American houses at full loads. 

 

 

Drive Around the World was founded in Los Gatos, CA in 2002 and is headquartered in Venice, 

CA. Vehicle images and specifications can be downloaded at: www.zerosouth.com or 

http://instagram.com/zero_south 

 

 

http://www.zerosouth.com/
http://instagram.com/zero_south
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Established in 2002, with headquarters in Venice Calf., Drive Around the World is a 501(c)(3) 

non-profit producer of relevant adventures that bring awareness to important social issues and 

charitable causes. 

 

Drive Around the World programs inspire a sense of adventure and the tradition of exploration, 

encouraging people to learn about our world and take action to understand the humanitarian and 

environmental problems we face. The organization is supported by civic and foundation grants 

along with a courageous group of sponsors and individual donors. 
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